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      Motmans, Joz, We Can’t Have Men Giving Birth! (But We Do). The Impact of the Belgian Transgender
Movement on the Well-Being of Transgender Persons in Belgium [1], In Woodward; Bonvin; Renom, Transforming
Gendered Well-Being in Europe [2] (F.3.a. General, Regional and National Studies [3]), Aldershot, Ashgate,

 
    Sémelin, Jacques, Unarmed Against Hitler: Civilian Resistance in Europe, 1939-43 [4], [1989 in French],
Westport CT, Praeger, 1993, pp. 198

Examines the main traits of Nazi occupation of Europe, the complexities of non-cooperation, and the role of social
cohesion and public opinion in mounting effective opposition. Chapter on civilian resistance to genocide considers
why the Final Solution was hampered, or even prevented, in certain countries.

  Translations:  German [5] | French [6]   
    Watts, Jonathan, Yes. We. Canopy: Can alliances between indigenous people and young climate activists help
to save the Amazon? [7], Guardian Weekly, 2019, pp. 15-17

Account of preparation by indigenous communities to resist the destruction of the rainforest by farmers, miners and
loggers backed by far right President Jair Bolsonaro. The article focuses on the discussions, held in the small
riverine community Manolito in Terro do Meio, between indigenous people and international activists, including
Extinction Rebellion UK organisers, Belgian activists in the School Strike and from the Russian feminist punk group
Pussy Riot. Watts outlines the wider Brazilian context, and discusses how international participants revised their
ideas and campaigning plans as a result of the meeting, which was named 'Amazon: Centro do Mundo'.
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